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Shri Janardan Prasad was born on 12th August 1963 in the Aurangabad district of State of Bihar. 

He completed his Master Degree in Geology in 1986 from the Patna University. He joined GSI 

through UPSC batch of 1986 on 27th December 1988 in State unit Gujarat, Western Region. 

During the initial 10 years of his career,  he  was  actively  involved  with  exploration  for  Limestone  

which  was  critical  for  the  cement industry  of the state. During the same tenure, he successfully 

contributed in projects pertaining to regional geochemical mapping, systematic thematic mapping, 

prognosis for base metal mineralization in Champaner Group and compilation of Quadrangle maps. 

During 2001 to 2003 he served the North Eastern Region, Shillong where he undertook 

exploration for Limestone in Litang valley. Shri Prasad during  the  later  years  diversified  and  

made  illustrious  contribution  to  Gold  and  PGE  mineralization studies.  All this while, he also 

contributed immensely in the working of the Technical Coordination Division. Acknowledging his 

contributions and insight gained, he was chosen by the Ministry of Mines, Govt. of India for 

association with the prestigious “Hon’ble Justice M. B. Shah commission for enquiry of Illegal 

Mining for Iron and Manganese in the States of Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Jharkhand, Karnataka, 

Chhattisgarh and Odisha” where thousands of Crore Rupees revenue loss occurs due to illegal mining 

of iron and manganese ores. 

 

Shri  Prasad  guided  research  project  on  the  study  of  lamprophyres  and  carbonatites  in  the  

Deccan Volcanic Province. Shri Prasad smoothly steered the GSI SU: Bihar as Director – PSS and 

also supervised the  investigation  for  Gold  in  the  state  before  his  brief  tenure  as  Dy.  Director 

General, Mission‐IV, Northern Region, Faridabad. He has also published several publications in the 

national journals. Successful  completion  of  18  projects since  Field  Season  2016‐17  can  be  

credited  to  his  active involvement. Apart from his regular charter, Shri Prasad is member of various 

state level committees for improving the overall scenario of mineral exploration and mining in the 

state. 

 

Shri Prasad has vast knowledge and experience in mineral exploration as well as administrative 

matters.  
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